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Future Events - PROVISIONAL

2022

26th March  
Brighton Morris Double Jigs Workshop

A workshop based around Fieldtown and Bledington jigs, run by David Thompson and Ross Adamson and members of Brighton Morris. All welcome. Apply to Morris Ring Bagman for details.

9th April  
Joint Morris Organisation National Day of Dance - Liverpool 2022

They say 3rd time’s a charm! More details to follow

10th-12th June  
Thaxted Morris Weekend

Later than usual due to extra bank holiday. All teams within the Morris Ring welcome regardless of gender profile.

15th July  
Letchworth Centenary Ring Meeting - FULLY BOOKED

19th-21st August  
Saddleworth Rushcart

16th-18th September  
Men of Wight Morris Weekend of Dance

Men of Wight Morris invite any interested sides/individuals to join them for the weekend on the Island. Limited spaces available, priced at £85 per person for the full weekend with half-board. Apply to bagman@menofwight.org.uk for particulars.

28th – 30th October  
The Illustrious Order of Fools and Beasts Unconvention

Hosted this year on The Wirral (Merseyside) by Mersey Morris. A weekend of fun including dancing in the historic city of Chester. Apply to triggertrotter1@aol.com for more details and booking form.
Minutes of the 2022 Morris Ring Annual Representatives’ Meeting, 5th March 2021

The meeting opened with the Squire welcoming all representatives and thanking the officers of the other JMO members for attending and helping out with vote counting.

1. Attendees and apologies
   Sides represented:
   
   Anker | Hartley | Plymouth
   Brackley | Hinckley Bullockers | Ravensbourne
   Bristol | Ilmington | Saddleworth
   Bury Pace-Eggers | Jockey | Shakespeare
   Cambridge | Kennet | St Albans
   Chantonsbury Ring | King John’s | Stafford
   Chester | Kingston Spring Grove | Taylor’s Morris
   Dartington | Kinnerton | Thaxted
   Devil’s Dyke | Knightlow | Thelwall
   Dolphin | Leicester | Towersey
   Earlsdon | Letchworth | Traditional Bampton
   East Suffolk | Long Man | Trigg
   East Surrey | Lord Conyers | Uttoxeter
   Exeter | Mayflower | Wadard
   First Class Stamp | Morris 18-30 | Westminster
   Fools and Beasts | Moulton | Whitchurch
   Green Man | Original Welsh Border | Winchester
   Harthill | Peterborough |

   Plus Jen Cox, John Scholey (Open Morris); Pauline Woods-Wilson, Andrew Knight (Morris Federation); Fee Lock (JMO Secretary)

2. Minutes of the 2021 meeting were circulated in March 2021
   Accepted, proposed Steve Holder Jockey Morris, Seconded Roger Comley Letchworth Morris

3. Matters arising from the minutes
   No matter arising

4. Officers’ reports (the reports are located in the appendix below):
   a. Squire of the Morris Ring
      Accepted, proposed John Edwards Stafford, Seconded Fred Hands Waddard

   b. Bagman of the Morris Ring
      Accepted, proposed Paul Reece SW Area Rep, seconded Rob Evans Thaxted

   c. Treasurer of the Morris Ring
      The Treasurer presented a summary of the accounts – most sides have renewed. 5 need confirming as to their current status. Bank account is being changed from HSBC to NatWest following decision by HSBC to introduce monthly and transaction charges that would have been prohibitively expensive for the Ring
      Accepted, proposed David Segis Kingston Spring Grove, seconded Cliff Marchant, Former Squire

   d. Chairman of the Advisory Council – nothing to add
Accepted, proposed William Evans Thaxted, seconded Darren Nugent North East Area Rep.

e. Morris Ring Archive Group, Proposed John Jenner Cambridge, Seconded Jon Melville Anker Morris Men

f. Webmaster and publications
   Pete de Courcey presents his apologies but is in self isolation. Full details in his report.

g. Overseas Bagman
   See report.

5. Motion to approve/reject adoption of new constitution and supporting documents

John Jenner – change ‘may not’ to ‘shall not’ in two documents– agreed by majority

Ken Smith, Mayflower Morris Men - Removal of ‘subserve’ from clause 1 of the constitution causes concern, can we put it back?

Clive du Mont – do the officers ‘subserve’ or ‘represent’ teams?

Simon – reason for removing word was to reduce ambiguity and simplify language, words like subserve do not help

Phil Butlin – East Surrey – definition of subserve in dictionary suggests it’s not the appropriate word here

Proposal from Mayflower to change language in Clause 1 of new constitution to more closely align it with clause 1 of original constitution, with some minor changes. – 1 vote in favour, 37 against. Motion Failed.

Barry Care, Bampton/Moulton – add ‘as amended’ to 6.6 of Meetings/Advisory Council doc, at suggestion of Geoff Jerram – passed by majority vote

David Ashworth, Mayflower – Complaint’s procedure does not suggest how to deal with complaints against officers, but in Safeguarding it refers such complaints to the chair of Advisory council.

Ed Worrall – need to show clear independence

John Burke – already covered in clause 3.6 of the complaints procedure

Proposal to add ‘In the event of a complaint against an elected officer then clause 3.6 will apply’ to section 6 of the complaints procedure accepted by 38 votes

Pete Simpson – the first person to complain about elected officers is the advisory council chair
Ed Worrall – in the event of a problem, chair can be removed

Rob Chisman – ‘Fools and Beast’ will become associate rather than joint as currently, clarification please

John Burke – it says ‘if appropriate’ that should cover all circumstances

Pete Simpson – teams are invited, but they can decline

Simon – it was asked why anyone would want to be a member, caused a lot of discussion

John Jenner – general comment – change numbering on supporting docs to not cause confusion

John Burke – use an alphabet notation system, maybe even Greek letters

At this point, the Bagman asserted there was absolutely no chance of using Greek letters....

Diversity and Inclusion – concern over disciplinary. Simon – only if a complaint is raised, but we won’t get involved in side politics

Proposed: Charlie Corcoran, Leicester

Seconded: John Edwards, Stafford

In favour, 33, against 3, abstension 1

A comfort break was taking at this point

6. Motion from Saddleworth to extend Officers terms by 1 year
   Withdrawn as new constitution gives Squire an extra year anyway under new constitution

7. Vote for next Squire of the Morris Ring

   Emma Melville: 29 (8 postal)
   Nigel Strudwick: 47 (14 postal)
   Abstentions: 1

   Nigel thanked the meeting and apologised that he could not attend the feast as he was reliant on Helen (his wife) for transport and neither planned to stop the night.

8. Vote on Big Jigs Application for Full Membership of the Morris Ring
   Nigel Strudwick and Pete Simpson both gave positive statements with regard to this application.
   Vote for: 35  Votes against: 0  Abstentions: 3

9. Area Representatives’ Reports
   East Midlands – Charlie Corcoran – report in appendix
   South Midlands – Roger Comley – report in appendix
North West – Dave Loughlin – report in appendix
North East – Brian Pollard – report in appendix
North – Darren Nugent – report in appendix
West Midlands – Matt Turvey – report in appendix
Eastern – Nigel Strudwick – report in appendix
South East – Fred Hands – report in appendix
South West and Wales – Paul Reece – report in appendix

10. Future events
   See Bagman’s newsletter 125

11. Date of next meeting
   Oak Farm Lodge is provisionally booked for 4th March 2023. Thanks to Dr Peter Copley (Stafford) for organising.

12. Any other business
   Matt Simons – new area rep needed for Eastern area, to be sorted
   Barry Care – thanks to the officers for organising an efficient meeting
   John Jenner – what happens to Overseas Bagman’s position
     Pete Simpson – positions of OB and Squire don’t clash, up to Squire to decide if he wishes to appoint new OB in his place
   John Edwards – Stafford recently invested in new bell pads, if anyone else is interested contact Stafford

   No other business was forthcoming, so the Squire declared the meeting closed at 15:20.

   (The Bagman commented afterwards that a dangerous precedent had been set by finishing 10 minutes ahead of schedule)
Appendices – reports and other documentation

Officers’ Reports

Squire’s Report

In the past year I have undertaken several activities in collaboration with the Bagman and the Treasurer to further the aims of the Ring and its member clubs. These include;

1. The Squire’s commission; as promised, a number of discussions were held throughout the year. This has primarily resulted in the new constitution and supporting documents, which I hope the membership will accept at the ARM. I would like to thank all the individuals who supported this process and hope the process helps the Morris Ring to face new challenges in the years to come.

2. JMO; building on the Ring’s relationships with the Morris Federation and the Morris Open, we have collectively strived to promote morris to a wider audience where appropriate. Examples of this include a joint letter to the organisers of both the Platinum Jubilee and Commonwealth Games, asking them to be mindful of morris and its unique position in UK history. Hopefully this will bear fruit and morris will be given a role within these events which will be seen around the world. We are also looking forward to the JMO Day of Dance in Liverpool on April 9th, organised on behalf of the Ring by local sides, led by North-West area rep Dave Loughlin and Tony Foard. Thanks to both of them, and fingers crossed we’ll actually make it to Liverpool this time!

3. Attending events; like everyone else, I was finally able to get out dancing and playing again and have enjoyed the hospitality of several sides in the latter half of the year. After a particularly wet weekend in Saddleworth, the Plymouth Ring Meeting followed in September and was a great weekend all round. My thanks to Plymouth Morris for putting together such an enjoyable event despite 18 months of interruptions thanks to the pandemic. I also wish to thank Peterborough Morris and the Morris 18-30 for hosting me at their respective days of dance. Overall, I feel positive that these events show we have the capacity to bounce back and hopefully we will have more brilliant events in the next year!

Hopefully the year ahead will hold much more dancing for everyone, and I hope to be able to see more of you before my term as squire ends. In the meantime, morris on!

Thank You,

Simon Newman

Squire
Bagman’s Report

Well, here we are again! My first full year as bagman has certainly been interesting to say the least and has highlighted to me how much reliance is placed on an often-unsung group of individuals within the Ring who tirelessly strive to make sure everything works. Thanks as ever to the Squire, Treasurer, Advisory Council Chair and Web Editor, amongst others, for all their unseen work.

I would like to issue the annual reminder to all sides that we need hosts for Ring meetings to make themselves known at the earliest opportunity. Letchworth and Saddleworth are kindly hosting for 2022, but we need to always be looking ahead to keep a list of potential locations available. 2024 will be the 90th anniversary of the Morris Ring’s formation so we will be looking to hold celebratory events in that year, so any suggestions as to what we can do would be very welcome. It is recognised that Covid has made the prospect of hosting such events a more daunting task, but the Ring has a wide range of experience to call upon when needed so please do not be afraid to ask for it.

With regard to communications, I would like to remind all sides that it is crucial to keep side contact details on the website up to date, as this is our primary means of passing information on. I appreciate for newly elected officers of sides that this can be a perplexing task, but we do have handy guides on the website that can talk you through the process step by step, and in the event that these do not help either the Web Editor or I are easily contactable for additional assistance.

In the meantime, we have an exciting year as an organisation ahead of us with the JMO in Liverpool in April, Letchworth’s Centenary Ring Meeting in July and (all being well) a variety of events throughout the year to bring dancing in public back after 2 years of erratic events. On top of this, we have an exciting opportunity to promote morris with the extended Bank Holiday in early June, which I know many teams are capitalising upon, so if you haven’t already considered dancing out that weekend now may be an opportunity to see what local events are out there to engage with local communities and promote our traditions.

Here’s to another’s years dancing.

Peter Austin

Bagman
Treasurer’s Report

2021 Morris Ring Treasurer’s Report to the Morris Ring ARM – March 2022

NB: Accounts will be made available once audited

1 Introduction

This is my third Treasurers Report. At the time of writing, the accounts have nearly been completed and will be published, but I can confirm that our underlying finances are very sound and for another year I have no intention of changing the current subscription structure. As I’m sure the other officers have mentioned that 2021 will be remembered as the year that wasn’t in the most part.

2 Membership

Standard renewals fees were unchanged;

<p>| | | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Full</td>
<td>£60</td>
<td>Associate</td>
<td>£50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joint</td>
<td>£40</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Early payment reduction if completed by November 30th;

<p>| | | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Full</td>
<td>£50</td>
<td>Associate</td>
<td>£40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joint</td>
<td>£30</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Lastly and again on a positive note, the officers together took the decision that as there was no dancing there was also no need for the insurance cover and hence the 2022 fee was to be waived and covered by the Morris Ring on the assumption that we would be dancing together again sometime this year and to lessen the burden on Club’s as they would have had no income in 2021. This has been warmly received and actioned.

3 Insurance

Our insurance cover that is arranged as part of the JMO was in place for 2021 was with – Ansvar which still gives sides excellent value for money.

3 Classes of Membership

Our 2021 membership renewals for 2022 consist of;

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Full</td>
<td>122</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Associate</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joint</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Overall membership is down slightly. Steven Archer assisted in getting a more accurate picture of the membership which was greatly appreciated.

4 Ring Finances

The Shop - attended no events 2021 after the ARM and was largely shut down.

Archive Fund – continues to support this important work.
Youth Fund – continues to be supported thinly by the membership.

Other costs and reserves – i.e. Ring Officers, ARM and travel costs have continued to be managed at much lower levels.

5 General policy and financial reserves

Our finances are strong, we have a good level of reserves and as I have already stated we are able to hold subscription rates at current levels. However, we have a stable to declining membership at the same time as the costs of insurance and postage increase. So, we must still be prudent.

6 Future Plans

Our current bank, HSBC has decided to start charging clubs and community accounts service fees of £5/month on their current accounts. These charges are unsustainable. I am therefore in the process of moving our banking facility to another of the high street banks, NatWest to reduce this unacceptable levy that is now upon us to the tune of £15 a month.

I am not proposing any significant changes for the next round of renewals but want the current ones to bed in and move away from having to handle cheques.

Our reserves on deposit are sitting there. If anyone knows of any safe financial vehicles that can give a good rate of return with access, I would be more than willing to listen to it.

Regards,

22nd February 2022

Clayton Francis
Treasurer
The Morris Ring
Chair of the Advisory Council’s Report

The Advisory Council, as normal, met twice during the year, both times on Zoom.
The first meeting took place the Saturday following the ARM, for convenience. The second in October, as usual.
The agenda on both occasions was much the same centring on Covid, the Blackface issue, the Morris shop and at the second meeting an update on the proposed constitution.
 Hopefully all these issues are all coming to successful conclusions, in some cases after several years work and a new Squire will have the opportunity to ask us for advice on some new topics.

Pete Simpson
Chair of the Advisory Council

Morris Ring Archive Group

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Role</th>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chairman</td>
<td>Chris Wildridge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morris Ring Archivist and Keeper of the Paper Archive</td>
<td>Geoff Douglas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keeper of the Photograph Archive</td>
<td>Duncan Broomhead</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keeper of the Sword Dance Archive</td>
<td>Phil Heaton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keeper of the Logbooks</td>
<td>Charlie Corcoran</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Member</td>
<td>Colin Andrews</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Member</td>
<td>Gordon Blunt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Member</td>
<td>John Edwards</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Member</td>
<td>John Frearson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Member</td>
<td>Mike Garland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Member</td>
<td>Derek Schofield</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Member</td>
<td>Matt Simons</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Introduction

This report covers the activities of the Group for the period from the ARM 2021.

MRAG Meetings

Due to the Covid-19 pandemic the Group did not meet in 2021. As Chair I sought MRAG members’ views on using Zoom for a meeting. The majority of members were not in favour.

Handbook of Morris Dances – Chairman’s report

In 2020 I was approached by Harry Stevenson of the Winchester Morris Men with the offer of Lionel Bacon’s personal, and heavily annotated, copy of the edition of the Handbook published by subscription in 1957. I eventually collected the book in person. The Group agreed that the item should be digitised and I advised the staff of the ERO of our wishes.
I transcribed the annotations in the Handbook to ensure that once digitised, the notes, in faint pencil and difficult to interpret in some cases, would be available along with the digitised images. The task took nearly 200 hours. The wisdom of that intervention was confirmed by our assigned archivist when he examined the Handbook. The item was deposited in September 2020. Following on that work lead to an approach to the family of the late David Eales, my predecessor as Foreman of Bathampton Morris Men, 19967 – 1994, and a personal friend of Lionel Bacon from their time with Whitchurch Morris Men. His copy of a very early edition of the Handbook has also been donated to the Morris Ring Archive. The differences between these two early editions of the Handbook compared to the edition currently on sale is significant and are being investigated.

**Morris Ring Photographic Archive Report 2021 – Duncan Broomhead**

It has been another busy year for the Photographic Archive, with a good flow of material and information into, and out of the Archive. I have dealt with enquiries from morris sides, Morris Ring Archive Group members, three authors, a film maker, researchers & collectors, local history groups and other archives.

I have received a regular steam of photographs from Morris sides and ex dancers, which included some real gems. The most notable single deposit was from Pruw Boswell. Her papers include the preparatory notes and photographs for her two books, ‘Morris Dancing on the Lancashire Plain, The Preston Tradition’ and ‘Morris Dancing on the Lancashire Plain, The Horwich Inquiry,’ plus her notes and photographs, for an unpublished volume about Morris Dancing in the Fleetwood area.

The biggest enquiry from an individual, was to identify over 140 Morris sides in a collection of post cards, scans of these cards and their ID, are now in the Photographic Archive. The longest enquiry spanned five months, and was for Conkertreee Films, a German film company who are making a film about Morris Dancing, but this enquiry progressed beyond just photographs.

**Morris Ring Logbooks – Charlie Corcoran**

Apart from answering half a dozen or so enquiries seeking information from the Logbooks I admit to having done nothing for the past year or so. Even when meetings were happening even though asked so to do the host sides have not provided me with any information or details about their meeting that might allow me to write an entry. This is rather sad really. As a minimum the Keeper of the Logbook needs to be informed who attended, details of tours, display dances, feast information, any presentations etc. Copies of all the printed materials would go a long way to provide this information as would emails concerning joining information, accommodation, etc. In the run-up to a meeting please simply add the Keeper of the Logbook your email list and after the event please arrange for me to receive copies of programmes and handouts.

I reported last time that Logbook volume 8 is partially transcribed (this covers up to 1990) but I have made no further progress with this, partly because the handwriting is even worse than mine, but also following the death of my PC, the software I was using to transcribe speech to text was not compatible with its replacement. I accept that this is a poor excuse but nevertheless true.
Volumes 9 to 11 are also handwritten but the later logbooks are a mass of loose leaf typed sheets, so sorting with be a different challenge.

Volumes 1 – 7 of the Logbooks are transcribed (and available as word & PDF files) but there are some attachments (letters, menus, Funeral Orders of Service and the like) pasted into the Logs that have not been copied.

The book / paper volumes are currently lodged with me and while they will eventually need to be housed with the rest of the MR paper archive this will make it more difficult for individuals to request of copy (of whatever) and rather like to recently published 1921 Census there a bound to be transcription errors.

Keeper of the Paper Archive – Geoff Douglas
I have received a copy of the Men of Wight companion volume for deposit.

Sword Dance Archive Report 2021 - Phil Heaton
Over the last few years, the Archive of mostly Longsword material (Descriptions, Notations and ephemera) bequeathed to me by Ivor Allsop has been digitised mainly by Ron Shuttleworth in Coventry. It will be available online later in the year.

Copies of the digitisation which will be available eventually to consult, will be lodged with Goathland Plough Stots at their excellent new venue at the Community Hub in the North York Moors, The Vaughan Williams Memorial Library and hopefully at the Lit and Phil Library in Newcastle upon Tyne.

Ivor’s collection of Audio tapes has been digitised at Leicester University by the British Library, Sound Archive - The National Archives and copies of the of the tape’s descriptions will also be available online. Audible files will be available from me later.

I continue to receive current and defunct teams’ videos and the Sword Dancing Archive on You Tube has about 500 videos available to view.

My collection of Rapper information, history and notations continues to expand. The developing and very active Rapper dance teams both in modern and Traditional style ensures that there will be a growing Archive.

Film and television companies are often in contact, and I endeavour to match production expectations with those teams worthy of showing excellent performance.

John Frearson
I still have David Welti’s papers which are almost catalogued - should they be sent to Essex? I also have some seven volumes of the Bagman’s scrapbooks, with miscellanea from my years as Bagman
[posters, reports, photos etc. etc.]. Also, my volume of kit photos for the sides I came across at Ring Meetings, Ales and visits etc.

The Bedford Morris Albums, some nine boxes of albums are packed ready to go to the Bedford Record Office, when I am mobile again, and the plague has abated. The Rugby Morris albums, accounts and logs are nearly ready to go to the Warwick Record Office - the booklet was published back in 2011.

[Details at https://www.johnphfrearson.co.uk/publications/]

The Emberton Morris material is now back with the owners, and they intend to deposit it with the Vaughn William's Library. The booklet was published in 2021.

[Details at https://www.johnphfrearson.co.uk/publications/]

The Luton Longstraw Archive is still in my care until I have written up the booklet [hopefully soon!] and will be deposited with the Bedfordshire Record Office.

The backup photocopies of Morris dance info which Chris Metherell made when he was Archivist and had access to a copier [2No. 5 ream paper boxes full - say c.5000 pages] are still with me - do we keep or recycle? Someone might like them and find these copies useful.

I still have material to get to Duncan [photos etc] and to Matt [info on Sutherland etc].

I hold a lot of old Music books etc - some Morris, much folk dance and song which will need a home sometime. And quite possibly an old edition Black Book – although not sure how to identify!!

Probably a lot more when I dig down in the cupboard - but this will do for the present.
Web Editor’s Report

The COVID effect continues with the lack of morris activity reflected in the number of posts and views although it is an improvement on last year! We’re still attracting a healthy number of new visitors and the number of views in the year nearly reached 20000.

After 10 years, the current software version will soon be out of support and a full upgrade will be required in the coming year. We have considered the alternative of other software and suppliers, but even though the new Drupal conversion will require significant effort and costs, ball park figures for other options are far greater. We recommend we commission Martin Jones, the present system designer and technical support, to carry out the upgrade at the earliest opportunity, following a fully scoped proposal and estimate. His knowledge of the system and his proven track record is in my opinion unsurpassable and makes this decision very easy!

Assuming this is acceptable, we would be able to consider suggested improvements for inclusion in the project – something you may wish to give some thought to.

Our Facebook presence again reflects the impact of COVID although we did pass the milestone of 1600 followers. Unfortunately there were too many obituaries.

The web news subscription service continues to add new users. You can subscribe to receive links to Morris Ring news items and important updates direct to your email in box using our MailChimp subscription form. I promise not to inundate you – in fact given the lack of activity this year the mail-outs were reduced to about once a month. You may unsubscribe from the service at any time. Your details will not be shared with any third party and will be deleted should you unsubscribe.

Overseas Bagman Report

See East of England Area Rep’s report
Area Representatives (year of re-election in brackets)

East Midlands, Charlie Corcoran (2021)
South Midlands, Roger Comley (2021)
Northern, Jono Millward (2021)
North West, David Loughlin (2023)
North East, Brian Pollard (2022)
West Midlands, Matt Turvey (2024)
Eastern, Nigel Strudwick (2022)
South Wales and West, Paul Reece (2023)
South East, Fred Hands (2021)

Area Representatives Reports

East Midlands, Charlie Corcoran

ALDBURY MORRIS MEN
The last gasp from the side in action during the previous dancing year was prophetically a
downbeat token, delivered by a solo performer representing AMM in a concert in Aldbury Church
in mid-December. Then commenced cancellations as another Covid lockdown kicked in: May, a
Heath and Reach May Fayre, held over from the previous year; in June, Ashridge House Open
Garden Day. The former has already invited us for the 3rd time on 21st May 2022 - fingers crossed.
In mid-April matters took a more positive turn with dancing practice for restricted numbers being
resumed outdoors in the garden of one of our members as access to halls was still forbidden. We
decided to focus on a core of dances and expand the range once restrictions eased. The social
aspect of the side with due tankard waving took the form of Zoom sessions.
What a delight it was in July to be able to field a side in sunny Harpenden for an 80th birthday
garden party, the feeling of normalcy continuing with a good turnout for other paying gigs at Aston
Abbotts Fete and Long Marston.
Thanks to the efforts of our Squire, our pub programme organiser and our annual bike-ride
supremo, some standard pub dance-outs and bike-ride delivered dancing at The Half Moon,
Wilstone; at the Full Moon, Cholesbury; the Crown & Sceptre, Briden’s Camp, the Red Lion Little
Missenden, the Rose and Crown in Ivinghoe, The Grand Junction Arms and The Greyhound at
Aldbury. We were grateful for the manner in which the pubs had made their gardens accessible
with safe access to refreshment. We enjoyed renewing meeting up with our regular Friends of the
Morris and other local sides at the shared parade on the 9th Oct for Tring Apple Day.
Covid regulations eased sufficiently for us to resume “closed season” regular practice. There was a hiccup: on arriving for our first meeting, we discovered the Hall had been double booked to a film crew shooting “The Lord of Misrule”. Assured this was a horror movie rather than a documentary, we successfully set about gaining parts as paid extras.

We expanded the range of dances once more, just in time to celebrate New Year’s Day outside our remaining home pub - The Greyhound- in Aldbury. To our surprised delight, after checking we would be performing, a previously unknown couple travelled from Woking to watch us as they could trace no side dancing out close to them!

Though this was jolly for us, it is, of course, worrying for Morris in general. We have lost a couple of regular attendees since lockdown but have been lucky enough to attract two new recruits, both experienced dancers. Sadly, again, one is from a side now winding up.

We look forward to dancing for a wedding in early April, with high hopes for 21st May 2022 St Leonards Church, Heath and Reach; 2nd to 5th June 2022 Potten End Village Celebration; TBA September 2022 Waterside Festival Aylesbury. More requests continue to trickle in!

Sticks akimbo for May Day!

John Farthing    Bagman to Aldbury Morris Men

Anker Morris Men
Team numbers: 20  A couple of those are currently ‘intermittent’. A couple are injured and not dancing. One is an absolute beginner. 2 are musicians only. Currently practising, and planning a programme for the coming months including several possible bookings.

In 2021: We re-started in June when relaxed restrictions allowed, and managed several pub spots. One of our youngest men got married, and the team danced at the wedding reception. Our Foreman Tony Ashley died in August, and two other dancers retired during the year due to recurring injury. The team participated in Tony’s funeral early in September, escorting the coffin to the graveside and dancing after the burial, with a notable number of visitors from other Morris teams – a fitting tribute to a man who had been a mainstay of the team for over 40 years. Tony had arranged his 80th Birthday Party for September, and this went ahead at the family’s request, with the local teams including ourselves, dancing during the afternoon.

In November we hosted our Annual Ale, partly in the teeth of the pandemic, with limited numbers invited. It went ahead successfully in spite of some team members and potential attendees not being there thanks to the virus.

On Boxing Day we danced together with some men from Knightlow MM at the Chequers, Bulkington, and sang carols in the pub afterwards.

Anstey Morris Men

The current state of the side? One guy didn’t return from lockdown. He didn’t die, he just dropped out.

Did you get anything done last year? We had 4 weeknights in September and a mini tour and evening do.
Are you currently practicing? Yes we are.
What plan do you have for 2022? We’re taking it as it comes. I’m not sure yet but will do one-pub nights.

Darren Former Bagman of Anstey morris

Bedford Morris Men
'Bedford Morris Men are back in business!
After a late comeback to practice in July 2021 we decided to extend our practice season into the Summer and our first dance out was in October 2021 at our 'home pub' The Polhill Arms in Renhold nr Bedford. Despite the uncertainty we were able to go ahead with our traditional Boxing day Border programme on Bedford Embankment followed by dancing and the Boars Head ceremony at the Swan Hotel. On January 8th 2022 we danced Border and performed the Abbots Bromley Horn dance at the Dunton Wassail also attended by our friends from Letchworth Morris. Finally on Plough Monday, at very short notice we gathered at the Cock in Broom and performed the Branston Plough Play to a small but very appreciative audience.
We are now back to practice with dance outs planned once a month until May when we will start our Summer pub programme'.

Phil Cooper Bagman Bedford MM

Brackley Morris Men
Having spent the previous 18 months meeting only on zoom, our first outdoor practices took place towards the end of April on our local pub car park. From May onwards we were allowed back into our practice hall with strict Covid safe measures (all windows open, no figures involving contact, each man keeps his own stick, etc). Our first outing was 5.30am, May Day morning on Brackley Market Place, for which we did no prior publicity, and were of course unable to enjoy our usual beer and breakfast in the pub. From then onwards we took every opportunity to dance out. By keeping our eyes open we were able to invite ourselves to local events such as the local Scarecrow Trail, and Local Vineyard Family Open Day.
We accepted invitations to dance at two care homes on their outside patios and had spots at the 'Brackley Party in the Park' and the 'Buckingham Christmas parade'. We also held our own 'Ale' in November, with 6 or 7 sides or part sides, around 60 of us in all. In all, we achieved a total of 14 events by the end of 2021. 2022 already has a healthy number of potential events in the diary, and the men are all keen get on with a normal morris year.

Stephen Ferneyhough, Bagman, The Brackley Morris Men

Dolphin Morris Men
Dolphin Morris continues in good health. We have not lost any members in the last year although we have not seen a couple who are being “covid cautious” for good reasons. We have been joined by a returner to the Morris.
We met socially to chat and play tunes at our “Home” pub when the regulations allowed us to in late spring, taking turns when the rule of 6 applied. As the weather improved we did a few dances
in civvies for the fun of it, to see what we could remember and were fit enough to do. In August we danced out in kit at a few of our favourite pubs. We also attended the Peterborough Morris Ring Meeting. The side was glad to be dancing again.

September saw us meeting to start practising again. The initial focus was to just enjoy the dance and the craic. Attendance was a little patchy at first as members were taking the opportunity to take a holiday and visit family etc. Attendance has settled down and we are now practising as we used to, but focusing on a narrower number of dances.

Martin Morley   Bagman   Dolphin Morris

First Class Stamp
First Class Stamp had a relatively good year last year. We managed to keep practising virtually every Monday all throughout lockdown until we were allowed to practise properly again. We did a sensible risk assessment and started with households dancing together which, luckily we are able to do as most of the teams come in pairs. We danced out properly at Peterborough day of dance which was excellent, and again at the memorial do for Tony Ashley which, though a sadder occasion, was also a good do. Since then we have been practising properly and hope to actually get to Sidmouth as the invited side this year - something which has been put off since 2020 as Sidmouth not been happening.

Emma Melville

Foresters Morris & Sword Dance Club
In the whole of the year 2020 our only outdoor performance was our Plough Play in January. Since the onset of the virus restrictions our practices have ceased and we have replaced them with weekly Zoom meetings. These have been a good opportunity to keep in touch and talk about those vital topics that would previously have been discussed in the bar after practice - gardening, cooking, ageing sicknesses, and more recently internet connectivity, lockdown and home sheared hairstyles. Many of us are old enough to have already had our first vaccines. The side looks forward to practising, dancing out and visiting pubs as soon as it is legal to do so.

Eric Foxley   Bagman, Foresters Morris Men

Hinckley Bullockers
Founder and driving force Tony Ashley died in August 2021, but Emma Melville, then Squire of Anker MM, took up the reins and confirmed all the arrangements Tony had already made, so ensuring the Tour went ahead on January 8th, via Sharnford, Sapcote and Stoney Stanton as usual. The team practised in November and December with a reduced number of dancers, probably due to the pandemic, but was able to make a reasonable showing on the day, in spite of being a couple short due to last minute positive tests for virus. The weather in the morning was appalling, with lots of rain, but dried in the afternoon.

The usual session and supper at the Red Lion, Sapcote at the end of the day was cancelled as the landlord and landlady both had Covid, though they arranged emergency staff for the team’s visit in the morning.
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The outline for the 2023 Tour is already in place.

Emma Melville

Knightlow Morris
Knightlow have had a good year all things considered. We returned to practice in May, making use of a member's garden for most of the summer. We had representatives at Saddleworth's August day of dance in Uppermill and also were pleased to turn out at the Anker Ale in November. At time of writing we're hoping to do something on Jubilee weekend in Ryton on Dunsmore, but details are as yet to be confirmed.

Our ranks were both depleted and subsequently added to in the past year. We gave a sad farewell at the passing of Tony Ashley, a staunch supporter of the side from the time we started and a much missed figure in the East/West Midlands teams I'm sure. We have been pleased to add a new member to the team who is a complete newbie to Morris and is taking to it very well.

As always, we'll update our friends as events are added to the calendar.

All the best   Cheesy      Treasurer, KMM

Leicester Morris Men
Things proved to be very difficult times for everyone during the Covid lockdown. This was especially true for Leicester where we were in some form of lockdown for well over a year but we maintained contact and some level of fitness through Zoom meetings which included some jig practice in our own homes. On Mayday many of us videoed ourselves as we danced Ladies Pleasure outside our front door or in our garden, these videos being later loaded onto our Facebook page. It’s worth noting that one dancer managed to get a fine for dancing without bells!

Following easing of the Covid restrictions in May on the 19th May we had our first practice together for fifteen months in a little-used car park in Thurcaston. During our ‘rest’ period we were fortunate enough to acquire a couple of new members: one a beginner and the other who had previously danced with Standon Morris. These, along with three recruits from the previous season, are a useful addition of new blood who also considerable lowered the average of LMM! We were lucky with the weather as many other weekly practices followed.

As a result of a request from a retirement community we started on a limited Summer programme on June 30. We chose venues with large outdoor spaces to enable us to keep ourselves and the public safe within the Covid regulations. These outings were greatly welcomed, not only by the pubs and the audiences but also by us. It was wonderful to get out dancing again!! To keep the side on their toes the Squire called a number of dances that we had last danced pre-lockdown and even some from before!! It was good to dance out again but after the lengthy lay-off some felt it more than other the next morning!

Once the Cotswold season has finished, it was time to start practicing Border. During December and January we danced out on four occasions as Red Leicester. The first being the Melton Mowbray Xmas Market. The next was our Leicester City Tour. Our regular Boxing Day stop at The Griffin in Swinland, for which had a marvellous audience. We also performed the Sproxton Wooing Play at Melton Mowbray and at The Griffin. Our last outing was on the Great Central
Railway, travelling up and down the line from Leicester to Loughborough and dancing at each station. For this we were joined by the Bagman of the Ring! ‘Cheesy’ was welcomed by all and got involved in a few dances as well!

However, due to the current Covid restrictions our next two opportunities for dancing were cancelled – Whittlesey Straw Bear and the Leicester Morrismen Feast. This has given us an earlier start than normal to start Cotswold practices again, which should lead to a wonderful summer season with many locations already scheduled. Please visit our website to see where LMM are scheduled to dance leicestermorrismen.co.uk

Joe Krych LMM Squire

Lincoln & Micklebarrow Morris Men

Lincoln & Micklebarrow Morris Men did not resume public displays until Sept 2021, when we danced at the Lincoln Day of Morris, exactly two years since we last performed in public. We recommenced practice in May 2021 when we were allowed to mix outdoors in Boris’s back garden – sorry I am mean in a local pub carpark, which worked well until the nights drew in. We fell out with the pub that allowed us to practice in their function room, so we now practice on a Monday evening 8.30 – 10 at the 7th Newark Scout Group Hut on Lovers lane in Newark (you’re welcome to join us if you wish to).

Since the Lincoln day of dance we have also danced at Newark Christmas Market and did the Bassingham Plough Play in the pubs in Navenby, south of Lincoln, on Plough Sunday. Currently we have a few enquiries for bookings for 2022, especially May & June. Number wise we are still low having a total of 10 members (1 musician & 9 men) which we seem to have maintained for the last 10 years or so

Andy Horn, Squire L&MMM

Moulton Morris Men

No report received

Northampton Morris Men

We did three dance outs last year. Two in pubs in Northamptonshire and at Peterborough day of dance. We began practicing in July outdoors and moved indoors in September. We have a full side at the moment and are continuing to practice and learn new dances.

Paul Melhuish Northampton Morris.

Packington Morris Men

No report received

Ripley Morris Men

Ripley Morris survive and continue to thrive through weekly Zoom meetings which have served to keep many of our members in touch with each other. Through the good offices of our Squire Alex
Bowness, each session has been topically themed and members have contributed songs, tunes, poems and recitations around the theme.

Ripley Morris have not danced out as a side this year though a video of us dancing a virtual Bonnie Green Garters was posted on our Facebook page on May Day and was much appreciated by our many fans.

Individual members danced out to neighbours on 8th May and some of these also found their way on to our Facebook page.

The really good news is that on October 22nd a small but perfectly formed group of Ripley Morris dancers and musicians held a socially distanced practice session in Fritchley Church Hall. It is assumed that news of this event reached the ears of the government because immediately afterwards we were plunged into Tier 3 and any future meeting plans were scuppered.

On Boxing Day the tradition of appearing on Ripley Market Place at 11.00am was upheld by three gallant members. The Fool announced the lack of dancing and Denise, one of our musicians played the traditional opening dance - Laudnum Bunches from Headington - ably supported by her husband John. Four men and their four dogs observed this event.

The AGM for 2020 was cancelled as was the annual Ale Feast scheduled for 30th January.

We look forward to receiving the vaccine and returning to normal service before 2022.

Mick Buckley   Bagman Ripley Morris

Rose & Castle Morris Men

Rose & Castle are still going and trying to get back to normal after the worst of the pandemic. Early on in the lockdown we did nothing partly because not all our members are IT savvy. However, as time went on we decided to have a go at zoom practices and in keeping it simple for some people we were able to involve everyone who wanted to get involved. By having a single musician playing we were able to practice a number of our dances even though you might get lost in the set sometimes. This would be followed by a chat over a beer. The advantage of doing this was that when we eventually got together again, we hadn’t completely forgotten the dances and we kept together as a team.

Once it was possible to practice together outside, this is what we did and fortunately the weather was sufficiently kind to us that we didn’t need to go back into our practice hall until last September. We have continually met weekly inside since then taking a LF test prior to practice and providing some ventilation.

We are looking forward to a good year of dancing although we have recently decided to cancel a trip to Marburg that was planned two years ago but postponed as we are still uncertain of the restrictions and don’t again want to lose money as a result.

We did have 3 young lads join us before Xmas but one has a broken foot and the others seem to have drifted away. We still have 13 regular dancers with a couple of long distance members and 8 musicians. But none of us are getting any younger and we are always on the look-out for new members.

Ian Welborn   Bagman - Rose & Castle Morris
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Towersey Morris
Towersey had scarcely any season but COVID did fail to prevent us from having our normal the last night of our season session, which is to invite guests (2 or 3 sides usually) to our home pub and have a good dance session and a bit of music afterwards. The weather was kind, one side of guests (Border side Armaleggan) was available (luckily, because we'd more or less written off the season so it was all very last minute) and we and a good crowd enjoyed it all.
Our happiest audience though was when we danced as guests of our old friends, Whitchurch's at The Bell in Chearsley. We know the pub well and, whilst it has a good few Morris-receptive regulars, there are also those who take very little notice of us. Not so on this occasion. The number of people who buttonholed us to say how great it was to see the Morris out again and that it gave them faith that one day things would get back to happier pre-COVID days was quite remarkable.
It is highly probable that this was Towersey's penultimate season. We started a women's side in Towersey some 10 years ago and more recently both men's and women's sides have needed each other's help to get a side out. The situation has become so acute that, in order to keep Morris dancing in Towersey alive at all a decision has been taken to amalgamate. If it happens as is planned at present, the existing dancing with members of both sides in almost all the dances will continue until the end of the coming season, when a mixed side will be started in place of the two single sex sides. Sad times.
Paul Dolman (deputising for our Bagman).

The Witchmen
No report received

South Midlands, Roger Comley
Letchworth Morris are now a mixed side, and are looking forward to our Centenary Ring Meeting in July. We have invited Alex Hunter's grandson to be on the Top Table.

Whitchurch Morris are also mixed and now have 6 musicians and are a strong side.

Northern, Darren Nugent
Barnsley Longsword
We are an all-male side dancing longsword and rapper. We practice on alternate Tuesdays at the Barnsley Trades Club. The side currently have 11 dancers and 1 musician (concertina), 2 of the dancers also act as occasional musicians playing the piccolo and penny whistle.
Recently we danced at the Dodworth Firewalk (14/12/21) and at Cawthorn (26/12/21). Though we currently have no events booked we are looking forward to dancing out in 2022.
Regards,
Andrew Cox

Great Yorkshire Morris - No report.
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Green Oak Morris Men (Doncaster)
Green Oak restarted our weekly Wednesday evening practice during the Summer, 2021, firstly in the outside area at the rear of the Doncaster Brewery Tap and then as the nights became colder and darker inside in the Upper Room. Numbers attending practice have not reached pre-covid levels and there are some members we have yet to see return at all. On paper we have 11 dancers and 3 musicians, but practice night rarely have 6 dancers and so we have started practicing 3 and 4 man versions of the dances in our repertoire. This is not ideal but at least keeps those who do attend interested.
In September we held a day of dance in Doncaster town centre with two guest sides (which led to us recruiting one new dancer) and during December performed our Mummers Play at "The Jemmy Hirst at the Rose and Crown" in Rawcliffe and at "An Evening with Green Oak" our annual December social event held at the Doncaster Brewery Tap. The collection taken at both Mummers plays being donated to the local cancer charity "Firefly".
We continue to perform Cotswold and Longsword dances and hope to be able to perform over the summer months at local venues. The side agreed at the AGM in October that we would do so with less than six dancers so that the public still are aware of our presence. As yet we have no 2022 programme as we are hoping numbers pick up as restrictions are finally lifted.
In reality we are grateful that we have survived the last two years and are still practicing with the intention to perform in public again.
Cheers,
Martin Johnson
Bagman Green Oak Morris Men of Doncaster (incorporating Doncaster Mummers)

Grimsby Morris - No report.

Handsworth Traditional Sword Dancers - No report.

Harthill Morris
Harthill Morris have had a few new members – 2 musicians and 2 dancers. This takes us to 28 active members – 10 musicians, 16 dancers and an animal and a fool. Some of the musicians also have a dance or two up their sleeves for resilience. So, we are in a healthy position - becoming a mixed side has made a big difference.
We mainly dance Cotswold.
Our musicians play violin, accordion, melodion, concertina and an ambitious pipe and tabor.
We practice on Thursday nights, September – April, in Harthill Village Hall, Whinney Hill, Harthill, Sheffield. Details can be found at harthillmorris.org.uk or the Harthill Morris facebook page. The main contact is me, Darren Nugent, at harthill.bagman@gmail.com.
Recently we have managed to perform at the Kelham Island Victorian Christmas Market and our annual Boxing Day celebrations. For 2022 we have Thaxted, Buxton and Lincoln Big Morris in our sights.
Cheers.
Darren Nugent, Harthill Morris Bagman.

Lord Conyers Morris Men
Early August 2021 we managed to attend our annual pilgrimage up to Robin Hoods Bay – though it was a scaled back we still had very enjoyable weekend. We also performed our traditional Christmass Wassail & Abbotts Bromley Horn Dance on Saturday 18th December.
We have accepted an invite to dance in Sheffield as part of IVFDF in February then we perform again at May Eve and May Morning.
We are a male only side with 14 members – 3 musicians and 11 dancers only. One dancer also plays a side drum and one who plays a base drum. We have two fiddle players and one melodian player.
We are mainly a Cotswold side but perform our own Longsword & Rapper Dances.
We practice on Wednesday evenings at The Jubilee Sports & Social Club, School Road, Wales Sheffield, S26 5QG.
Side email address: lordconyers@gmail.com
Side website address: www.lordconyers@org.uk
Looking forward into 2022 we will have danced in Sheffield as part of IVFDF in February and then we perform again at May Eve and May Morning. We have been invited to perform at The Queen's Jubilee Celebrations, Kiveton Park, in June followed by our walking and dancing tour of Shardlow on 16th July.
Regards,
Peter Yendley, Squire of Lord Conyers Morris Men

Spen Valley Longsword
No new members since January 2021.
We have 10 dancers - 7 local and 3 that travel. Dancers are all male.
We have one regular musician (melodeon) with occasional support with accordion, violin and flute.
Musicians are mixed gender (though usually female).

A dancer occasionally acts as our beast - "Tyke".
We perform Yorkshire Longsword - Helmsley and North Skelton traditions – and practice at The Wickham Arms Hotel, 15 St. Peg Lane, Cleckheaton, BD19 3SA, on Monday/Tuesday evenings.
Further details via our website: spenvalleylongsword.org.uk
We were able to perform on Boxing Day 2021 and for 2022 currently have Cleckheaton Folk Festival (2nd July) and Boxing Day.
Cheers,
Dave Webster

Wakefield Morris - No report.

White Rose Morris - No report.
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North West, David Loughlin
Report to be submitted

North East, Brian Pollard
Benfieldside Morris and Sword.
Nothing except an occasional Zoom meeting until end of July and into August when we resumed practising outside in a member’s field alongside his horses! We were back inside by September. In early November a combined side with the Durham Rams had a marvellous, but cold, weekend of dance with Whitchurch Morris. Plough Sunday in January saw us dancing at Durham Cathedral in celebration where our latest recruit, the youngest at six years old, danced out for the first time!
Brian Pollard, Bagman.

Claro Longsword.
Claro Longsword have not danced for nearly two years as the close teamwork of Yorkshire Longsword is incompatible with advice on “social distancing”.
We have met for an out-of-doors beer on a few occasions and regularly kept in touch via Zoom. We did, however, on Plough Sunday, take our plough to St. John’s Church in Knaresborough for the annual Plough Blessing service and attended in kit.
We plan to do the same at St. Andrew’s Church in Aldborough later in January.
In anticipation of subsiding infection rates and some normalisation of life in the Spring, we have put in a request to dance at Thaxted’s Ring Meeting in June this year, and look forward to that possibility.
Barry Slaymaker, Bagman.

Durham Rams Morris and Sword
Due to the lockdowns, very little dancing out has been done this year. However we began practices again outside in July 2021, then indoors from early September.
The side still practises Morris with Benfieldside Morris so that the two sides can continue to dance out together with the same repertoire and dancing style. A joint side also practises the rapper dance. This is mainly the Durham Rams dance based on the revival Hamsteels dance of the 1920’s. In addition we have recently introduced the Newbiggin Rapper dance and hope to continue to work on the Poppleton Longsword dance.
Our first dance out since lockdown was Durham Plough Sunday on 9th January with Benfieldside. As restrictions are lifted, we hope to dance as part of the Durham City Freemen celebrations and at events in Richmond, Sedgefield and Wharfedale, plus our usual fortnightly dance-outs on Wednesday evenings throughout the summer.
Chris Wagstaffe, Squire.
Redcar Sword Dancers.
Another quiet year with nothing much to report. We had originally planned to restart practices in July 2021 but due to another upsurge in Covid figures this was put back until September. Prior to this we had been having fortnightly Zoom meetings which in later months included PowerPoint presentations, one for each decade since 1967, at which we reminded ourselves of our past glories (?). Some of which was completely new to our more recent members. We did, however, manage to perform on Boxing Day in the village of Greatham, near Hartlepool, for the 55th annual revival of the village’s longsword dance and play. Albeit to a much reduced crowd due in part to a mixture of the inclement weather and Covid concerns. The village hostel that hosts us was also much quieter and we did not have the usual post performance singaround. The main thing is that despite the Covid pandemic and the usual old bones and various ailments we haven’t lost any members and the team is looking forward to a brighter 2022.
Brian Pearce, Captain.

Richmond on Swale Morris.
As with most morris sides during 2021, Richmond on Swale Morris Men were affected by the lockdowns and were meeting weekly only by Zoom. However, we were able to restart dance practices in mid July and then during August and early September had weekly dances at local hostelries. Since then, dance practices have continued weekly and we also managed to do our annual Boxing Day dance tour of Aldborough St. John and Richmond. Hopefully, 2022 will be a “normal” dance year – certainly May looks as though it is going to be a very busy month!
Roy Tranter, Bagman.

West Midlands, Matt Turvey

It has been a pleasure being West Midlands Area Rep this last year, what a great excuse to get out there and see some great morris and make friends with so many great people! To those sides who have made me so welcome this year, I really appreciate it.

During the summer I aimed to get out and see every side under the West Midlands area, I think averaging at two a week I didn’t do too badly! If I didn’t see your side this year, please let me know the ‘when and wheres’ and I’ll pop over. If any of your sides happen to be in my neck of the woods (Broadway, Worcs) please let me know and again I’ll do my best to say hello – I may even be able to help organising venues!

I hope West Midland’s sides found my newsletter useful, my aim is to better connect the sides I represent. I’m always willing to take feedback – if you have any ideas as to how to improve the way the Morris Ring (or me as an Area Rep) operates then please let me know. Here’s to a successful 2022-2023!
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1st Sedgley Morris Men
We returned to socially distanced practices in May 2021 and had our first dance out on Sedgley Beacon on Midsummer’s Day - as an alternative to Dawn on May 1st. Since then we have continued on a tentative return to normality with a few bookings and regular Thursday practices. We have lost 3 dancers recently - Bob Bailes [ex Green Man] who has moved to Kent, Jack Roberts who is about to move to a village in the deepest Cotswolds and Gareth who only lasted for a few months before falling out with us as he had previously done with both Jockey and Bedcote!
This means that we have now a pool of 3 musicians and 10 active dancers with a couple of others available occasionally - we decided unanimously at the AGM in November to carry on as we are for as long as we can - changes in membership make up or hanging up our bells were discussed but roundly rejected. Officers remain the same as for the last few years - Ian Davies - Squire, Jack Cotterill - Foreman & muggins as bagman.
We face 2022 with a lot of requests to dance already and are looking forward to a full programme this Spring and Summer.

Coventry Morris Men
Following the relaxation of lockdown CMM resumed our normal evenings out although, having missed out an entire practise season, we were very short of fitness and only danced at one pub per night instead of two. We managed a small number of bookings including, notably, the opening sequence for the City of Culture with Pauline Black (although we were not dancing as ourselves but in costume as trees!) and both our traditional "Whit" and "Sword" tours. We are low on numbers and have become used to dancing 4-man versions of our usual repertoire.

Faithful City Morris Men
2020 was a bizarre year by anybody’s standards, an early termination of the practice season and virtually no dancing out. A bold few who visited The Fox in Hallow (outside & socially distanced in August 2020), then got together again at the Rose & Lion in Bromyard (September 2020) to mark the (cancelled) Folk Festival. Perhaps it is best that we lay that season to rest and be grateful that we all managed to get through it.
2021 was a much more uplifting experience in every way. The Squire and I working our way through the minefield of legislation that related to keeping the members of the side safe through the nightmare that the Covid Pandemic produced. Never did I expect to have to read so much legislation nor produce so many risk assessments for a Morris side! However, it meant we were legal when we practiced and danced out. I make a point of thanking everyone for responding to my constant badgering, nagging and reminders. I really did feel the support and the encouragement of the side, it made a big difference.
The number of formal excursions in 2021 was impressive, 22 outings including a Mayday Jig, a Golden Wedding, three Beer Festivals, one Village Fete and various visits to local hostelries. That is not the measure for this year though, compared to many other sides we were one of the earliest sides to get out there performing. We should be justifiably proud that we have also been one of the
most active sides throughout 2021, with only two mild cases of (Delta) Covid (post two jabs) formally reported amongst side members. We done good.

Having talked of the doom & gloom period I think we ended on a high note at Bromyard Folk Festival 2021, Allan C gave me quite a few nudges and prods through the year to make sure I was the best Bagman that I could be, so thank you especially to Allan.

The only negative to mention is that we increasingly struggle to get a side together for paid bookings. The majority of these have been at the weekend and we have had to turn them down. Some of this is due to injuries in the side. I did consider some sort of cyborg Morris dancer, wondering if we could use bits of Rob S and Richard A to make a complete dancer, but apparently there are laws against this. However, the majority is due to side member’s commitments in their non-Morris lives.

The Morris is having to compete with a plethora of other obligations, interests and activities...... but then maybe ... ‘twas ever thus.

Jockey Morris

In common with many sides, we returned to practice in May 2021. That continued outdoors until the end of July when we at last got back to our usual practice hall.

It was wonderful to get out dancing again and it was great that the first event was a pub night with our good friends Shakespeare Morris. We have since performed in and around Birmingham at a Latin Festival, an Eco Festival and a Christmas Fair. Jockey has also turned up in Peterborough, Plymouth, Bromyard Folk Festival and, of course, at our own Day of Dance. We kicked off 2022 as usual at Alvechurch Morris Men’s New Year event. Unfortunately, our 2022 Plough Tour succumbed to Omicron.

Jockey has quite a few dance outs, Feasts and days of dance plus Letchworth Centenary Ring Meeting to look forward to in the coming months and we’re currently practicing for our far too long delayed return to Belgium.

As with many sides, numbers could always be better, but we have three regular musicians along with four dancer/musicians and our Fool, John, is still going strong! Around a dozen core dancers are backed up by one or two less regular and by our Associate members.

Despite the restrictions in recent times, it’s nice to report we have a new young dancer, Alex, who is a fantastic asset and bakes good cakes to bring to practice!

Shakespeare Morris

Not an ordinary year for the Morris it must be said. Since the last ARM Shakespeare Morris have continued having weekly practices in some form, outdoors in groups of 6 or less for some time and then outdoors in groups of 30 or less. We practised up until July 2021 and then danced out with other local sides at various locations – Bromyard Folk Festival, The George, Lower Brailes with Flowers of Ilmington & Kick the Bucket Appalachian, our Foreman’s daughter’s christening at St Michael’s, Broadway and our Cotswold tour organised by Jim Chapman were particular highlights. It felt good to be back out dancing again, and we were well received by the public.
This practice season we continue to practise at Clifford Chambers Village Hall 8-10pm on Mondays, we have picked up another couple of dancers this year (particular thanks to FCMM for transferring us a superb bagman!) and are hoping to recruit more with an Open Day on February 19th - 10-12noon and 1-3pm at the Village Hall (all welcome!). Here’s to dancing with more local sides in 2022, if we haven’t arranged a dance out with you yet then please get in touch

Stafford Morris
Since the last ARM, Stafford Morris have had a quiet year, but some activity did take place. At the end of March 2021 communication lines were kept open by having Zoom meetings, but then we restarted practices in late May. Because of COVID restrictions we practised in the car park of our usual meeting place. We met most weeks until the evenings got darker. We were unable to do any shows until mid-August - the side was booked for a wedding. The bride and groom had been attending practices and performed at their wedding as well as getting guests to dance. They have been attending subsequent practices, but as in the nature of such things the bride is now expecting. We had a side out in September for the Abbots Bromley Horn Dance, after which we were able to resume indoor practices and even have our AGM. We did a few shows before Christmas as well as the annual Boxing Day event with Uttoxeter Morris. Covid restrictions caused the reluctant postponement of our Annual Feast. After Christmas a few members did some jigs practices and only in the last few weeks are we back to full practice where a new potential member has joined us.

Uttoxeter Heart of Oak Morris
Following two very lean years due to covid it has been great to be back dancing and recent outings have gone very well.

- Since the release of lockdown the side has danced more than twenty different dances at events.
- However, due to low number of dancers in the side at the moment, it is becoming increasingly difficult to ‘man up’ for many proposed events. Low numbers curtail what is possible at an event, limiting the range and number of dances which can be performed. Low numbers also provide little chance for dancers to sit out dances in order to be able to rest/recover.
- Our joint arrangement – with Stafford Morris – to support each other’s activities is likely to be crucial in the future.
- Once lockdown eased, we were able to resume more normal activities. There have been two paid bookings: at Scropton on Friday, 6th August (70th birthday party), and at the Hollington Church Fete (29th August). We have also been able to resume Thursday night dance-outs: at Barton-under-Needwood (19th August), The Black Lion, Consall Forge (2nd September) and at The Farmers Arms, Leigh (16th September). We also turned out, along with Stafford Morris, to the Abbots Bromley Horn Dance on 6th September.
- The development of “Makers’ Markets” in Uttoxeter town centre have created new opportunities for dancing (and possibly recruiting) in our core area.
Eastern, Nigel Strudwick
After a relative lack of much news over the last couple of years due to the pandemic, I am glad to be able to report much more positive information. I held an online meeting of sides back in November, mainly to discuss the proposed Ring constitution—which was generally favourably received, but a number of comments were passed back to the Officers. Such online meetings between ARMs seem a very good way of keeping in touch given the size of the Eastern Area. The following comments are distillations of what I have been told over the last three months.

Belchamp: had their first dance-out in November 2021 at the Nethergate Brewery and were joined by Little Egypt. Their traditional Boxing Day dance was at the Red Lion at Belchamp Otten. They entertained some of their colonial cousins from the Americas, who had seen them perform two years ago and felt it was worth the 4000 mile journey just to repeat it. Plough Saturday was spent across the border with the Norwich Kitwitches. Belchamp’s most recent excursion was to Ely on the 29th January, where there were eleven Sides and a large group of 8–10 years old who did a magnificent display – definitely the next generation to continue their traditions. Weather was really good and wherever the Morris went, the crowds followed.
The side has reached a conclusion about the use of black face paint that is acceptable to the majority of members. They would no longer use full face black, but members could use whatever colour or design they chose. Hence for their first dance out in Sudbury last September they had a wonderful array of different colours, including the women in the band wearing masks, as usual. On Monday 6th December 2021 they held their first proper AGM for two years. Business was dealt with briskly due to the cold; Kieran Fitzgerald was elected Squire and Cathy Fitzgerald will continue as Bagman.

Big Jigs and Golden Star: Big Jigs have had two dance-outs but are restricting inside activities; Golden Star are practising inside and have had one dance-out.

Cambridge: During the last year or so the Club has been inactive, but at least in the Autumn they were able to meet with their wider members again on an annual basis. In Cambridge they have restarted monthly practices, and from this month fortnightly, and these are attended by a number of younger members who want to extend their Morris activities. CMM did not go out in the day Molly Dancing on Plough Monday, as they felt that it had too much close contact under the Covid situation; however, they again supported the Balsham Plough team in that village for their annual evening. Although parties were limited, they gave five or six shows with two sides at some times and felt that life was beginning to get back to near normal. CMM hope to plan various dancing out shows in the summer.

Colchester: resumed practices in the last quarter of 2021 for members with both vaccinations and a Lateral Flow test beforehand. They have done one special event.
Devil’s Dyke: after making a (legal) May Day appearance for the Sunday Times, DDMM ran a programme of dance-outs from 1 July to the middle of September. Audiences were very enthusiastic, a feeling almost that “the Morris is back so things must be getting better”. Indoor practices have resumed with lots of ventilation with Lateral Flow tests requested, and a full programme is being prepared for 2022. A recruitment campaign will be prepared before the next practice season begins later in the year.

East Suffolk: have one new member. They have performed with good audiences at pubs. Practices were outdoors but are now in the hall. Recruiting is always an issue—the most reliable method is locating people at events etc that express interest.

Good Easter: Good Easter Molly Dancers went out on Plough Monday. It was a splendid day. Now they are back to hibernating in hay lofts on the farms of Good Easter for the rest of the year.

Greenwich: Greenwich Morris Men have resumed dancing out. They danced at a wassail in East Greenwich on January 16th, and the Horn Fair in Charlton in October, with some members of North Wood Morris. They are practising every Thursday evening. The side is rather low on numbers and has been adapting dances for just four. Efforts at recruitment seem not to be having much success; they speculate that one of the sad consequences of the pandemic is that people have become accustomed to not taking part, to not going out.

Mayflower: are back to some semblance of normality having resumed practising once a week. One or two of their members are isolating but the majority are back. Mayflower hope to have a team of day men at Thaxted, and they have a full programme planned for the Summer season, including a day tour along London’s South Bank in July and a performance of their Mummer’s Play at Paycocks in Coggeshall.

Peterborough: are pretty much back to normal and have fulfilled several bookings since July 2021. Although recruitment is not brilliant, they do have one new man.

Rutland: had a good spring and summer 2021 with a full weekly dance-out programme from 24th May to early October, and also attended the Peterborough Ring meeting in September. Recruitment has been successful too with two new members joining in September, so numbers are looking OK for 2022. Winter programme has gone well (including fine weather) with border dancing at Christmas events, mummers tour and apple wassails. The side have a busy schedule planned for 2022 including a club trip to Madeira in November with 12 dancers/musicians and 10 partners booked.

Thameside Mummers: As the lockdown eased, the Thameside Mummers were able to start performing again. A few members were reticent to venture forth into public and they adapted some of their plays to have limited cast numbers. A ‘new’ five-man play made its appearance and
was one of the mainstays of their summer season. Most of their gigs were at big events, e.g. Sandringham Food and Drink Festival and for the US Airforce at Lakenheath. These kept the Side’s finances in good shape. The number of gigs over Christmas was reduced, but what they did went well. The Side collected over £700 for charity. They performed their 51st Boxing Day play at their spiritual home of The Crooked Billet in Old Leigh. 2022 is their 50th Anniversary year and they have a few special events planned. Their numbers have remained constant, but age and fear of Covid means they have fewer people available.

Thaxted: were faced with a choice, either cancel the next six months’ events or embrace the “new normal” and plan to do as much as they can within the rules and shielding their more vulnerable members. They chose the latter and have so far not regretted it. They are blessed with a very strong youth and young men side and this was part of why they chose to carry on. Their weekend of dance is filling up fast, so if any side (all Ring sides welcome) is interested in coming then they should contact me sooner rather than later.

**Overseas Bagman’s report—Nigel Strudwick**

As with the Eastern area, there is much more positive news to report. With clubs ranging in time zones from UTC -8 to UTC +10:30, it is never going to be possible to hold online meetings of sides. However, our overseas members have clearly not been idle, as the following summaries of reports indicate. I’ve repeated these in some detail as not all UK sides are aware how active the Ring’s overseas sides are. Needless to say, the pandemic has meant I have not seen any Overseas side in person for a couple of years.

Helmond: 2021 was a tumultuous year for Helmond Morris Men. First of all, practices and performances were impossible because of Covid restrictions. Then when they were able to practise, numbers were poor, and they were forced to consider closing down. Finally, the decision was made to stop practising from 1 January and to wind up the club and share out the remaining bag. However, five members resolved to continue under the name Helmond Morris Men (rather than Morrisdansgroep Helmond) even if regular practices would be impossible. This gang of five have signed up for the Letchworth Centenary Ring Meeting (where they will be joined by a former member living in the UK). The website is now owned by this group and as soon as restrictions ease (at the time of writing the Netherlands is still under lockdown) they will get together to discuss their future.

Perth: As reported last year, Western Australia has remained virtually isolated from the other Australian states, and from the rest of the world. This has allowed the side to remain virtually Covid-free, and consequently with few impediments to daily life, (other than travel outside WA). PMM continue to dance out, albeit on a limited basis, due to lack of numbers – several members live remotely from Perth. As they no longer have regular practices, their dance repertoire is limited to dances they know well, Adderbury, Bampton and Bledington. They have, however, developed a socially distanced dance called “Covid Hey”.

ARM Minutes 6 March 2021
In the past 12 months they danced out at: PICA Bar – a local Perth Bar associated with performing arts; Fairbridge Festival – a 3-day event (think of a mini-Sidmouth, but in the Bush); May Day – dancing up the Sun with Marlee Morris and Mad Tatters in Kings Park overlooking the Swan river; Cottesloe Beach Foreshore – with the Fair Maids of Perth; Down South Tour – a 3-day tour of wineries and breweries in the south-west of WA; Cottesloe Beach Foreshore – with the Fair Maids of Perth, followed by a Christmas Lunch at the Albion Hotel.

Pinewoods: held a few outdoor practices in the spring and autumn, but because of restrictions due to the Omicron surge, they did no regular indoor sessions. They danced on May Day with Great Meadows Morris & Sword at Camp Sewataro, a recreational facility in Sudbury, Mass. Both teams did many dances, and friends and family were in attendance. On the day of their AGM (12 June 2021), they met in the morning, danced in downtown Plymouth in the afternoon, and ended up at Independent Fermentations Brewing, also in Plymouth. Their annual Fall Tour was on Saturday, October 2nd, with Vermont-based Marlboro Morris M [sic]. They danced in Harvard Square in the morning, as usual, but tried a new route in the afternoon, walking from Harvard Square to Davis Square in Somerville, dancing and stopping at a pub along the way. They organised dancers (but did not perform themselves) for two spots in the (Harvard) Christmas Revels, involving auditions, instruction, and selection of the pairs of dancers for the performances. The result was the appearance of the first mixed-gender sets of Morris dancers on the Cambridge Revels stage since the production started in 1971.

Silkeborg: are keeping their heads above water – just. During this last Covid year, they have tried to meet twice monthly when allowed. They managed to dance out for Christmas and were blessed with nice weather, good food and cheap beer. They are hoping for a better 2022.

NOTE TO EDITOR: I WAS SENT A PHOTO OF Christmas in Silkeborg 2021. ANY INTEREST???

Utrecht: have practiced on location but mostly by Zoom. On September 11th, they danced on the Weldam Castle Fair, and on November 5th in the St Maarten parade in Utrecht.

Vancouver: from January 2021, they were meeting weekly, online, until the end of June 2021, after which they reverted to physical practices OUTDOORS with optional masks. Of their 13 men, two remain self-isolated (i.e. not participating in physical practices) while one other, based nearby in the USA, has pandemic border crossing issues to contend with. Their biggest issue has been maintaining side morale and comradeship during these hard times, and they believe they have managed this reasonably well – indeed, they managed to increase their membership a little! They only had five public performances during the last 12 months, one in August (Cotswold), one in September (Cotswold), one in November (Welsh Border) and two in December (Welsh Border). December and January have traditionally been busy times for the side, with Winter Solstice, Christmas, Plough Sunday and wassailing activities. However, this year, they cancelled their January Plough Sunday and wassailing activities (both East Anglian Molly dancing) due to the Omicron virus
flare-up in late December. They have also cancelled their annual end-of-January North Shore tour (Welsh Border) for the same reason. They are considering a physical performance in celebration of Pancake Day (Mar 1) and are actively planning their 40th anniversary ale for the first weekend of July, to which will be invited many Morris sides from the Pacific Northwest, all, of course, subject to local Covid restrictions. VMM comment that on the west coast of Canada, they seem to be taking things a bit more carefully than in the UK...

**South Wales and West, Paul Reece**
Bristol MM
Sadly we lost Cliff Woolley and Martin Egan, the latter to Covid, both very popular members. Zoom meetings kept the side together and cautiously in November we began two weekly practices. As a male only side recruitment is proving difficult. Bookings for the summer are starting to come in.

Chalice MM
Now back to normal, although down two members. We hope a full summer programme will attract locals to join.

**Dartington**
In 2021 we made the decision to allow dancers of all genders and have since welcomed two new dancers. We have approximately 5 musicians and 10 to 12 regular dancers. In the last year we have attended Bridport and Sidmouth folk festivals and maintained as full a season as restrictions allowed. Our Mummers performed the traditional Dartington Mummers play on Boxing Day and New Years Day. We are looking forward to a busy summer season this year.

Exeter MM
Despite adapting practices and a successful 2021 summer programme numbers have shrunk to eight fit dancers and six musicians for the coming summer.

**Helier MM**
Nothing done in 2020, but in 2021 restricted activities took place. This year practices, a wassail tour and a publicity campaign for new recruits commenced. An EGM is planned to talk about becoming a mixed side.

Lyme Morris
We have not been affected by Covid and are looking forward to a full summer programme of dancing.

**Mendip**
An influx of new dancers resulting from taster sessions has changed the make up and continuity of the side. Zoom meetings provided jig instructions and musician support during Covid restrictions.
The side currently has between 12 and 20 active dancers, 5+ musicians and a repertoire of 27 dances going forward.

Plymouth Morris
We are currently in good shape through being able to do patio practices for our 4 dancer tradition with 2 musicians twice a week and Zoom meetings that kept our new recruits and the side together and focussed. We had a very full 2021 dance season culminating in our third time lucky Mayflower Morris Muster Ring Meeting weekend supported by Westminster, Trigg, Ring Officers, members of Jockey, Dartington, Exeter, Chester, Letchworth and Thaxted. Much dancing, feasting and shanty singing made this a very nautical, memorable and nice climax to a very difficult period to commemorate our postponed 50th and the Mayflower 400th anniversary. December saw performances of our Elizabethan Mummers Play and the New Year started in style with a full day of dance and singing at the Dolphin. Our summer programme is already very full.

Sweyn’s Ey
We are in fine fettle. We danced out from May 1st to October 16th last year. Now a mixed side we are starting to devise our own distinctive tradition as well as brushing up and revising dances that have gone rusty. All members, 12 regular dancers and 2 musicians adhere to the policy of full vaccination and LFTs before they turn up.

Taunton Deane MM
Easing of Covid restrictions enabled us to practice jigs in a local cider orchard. Border dances recommenced for Christmas and New Year, but it is back to Cotswold dances for Easter. Despite losing a couple of members during lockdown we are positive and look forward to the main dance season.

Trigg Morris
Despite losing 3 stalwart members of the side, one to Covid, and some caution towards practices, dancing out commenced at the end of last summer for Trigg’s 50th year, during which time Roger Hancock has maintained continuous service as Trigg’s Bagman. Now a mixed side Trigg are practicing hard for the forthcoming season.

Wessex MM
We are doing remarkably well considering the events of the past two years. Zoom meetings replaced practices until jigs in driveways and adapted set practices could be introduced. Careful but pragmatic we won through. An on-line survey sounded out our 30 members on when they were comfortable to return to dancing out.

West Somerset
We have managed to keep going by a pragmatic and inventive approach to practicing and dancing. West Somerset continues to thrive.
Wyvern Jubilee
Zoom practices kept the side together. We have not been deluged with invitations to dance out, but are carefully avoiding larger more crowded events. We are planning for a normal season and especially the Platinum Jubilee.

South East, Fred Hands
The last year has been a very difficult year for all of us with lockdowns and difficulty finding suitable venues to practice. As a result, the majority of clubs didn’t practice until they were able to practice outside, as the weather improved. Having managed a few weeks of outdoor practice they then went on to run a much reduced, programme for the latter part of the dancing season. Hartley and Wantsum attended Broadstairs Folk week, Chanctonbury attended Bridport Festival, and King John’s ran a Jigs instructional daily at The New Forrest Festival. Hartley Held their 2nd annual micropub tour along the North Kent coast, Ravensbourne had a day tour around Bromley and Westerham during the autumn, and Winchester held their annual walking tour of the city, and Greensleeves held a tour in October. St Nicholas At Wade and Sarre Hoodeners had a very successful tour prior to Christmas and raised a substantial amount of money for charity as their annual performance. Most of the clubs that danced out on Boxing Day reported large crowds and good collections, even though it was raining in Kent.

Recruiting has been very difficult during this year, Winchester Wantsum and Ewell St Mary all managed to recruit one dancer each and King Johns had a past dancer return, and Blackheath managed to recruit 2 new dancers, but no other side has managed to recruit. The majority of clubs are reasonably healthy and are operating normally Martlet are now struggling for members and have had to cancel a few shows at short notice because of a shortage of dancers. Wadard are now serious decline, with only a few active dancers. Most of those wishing to continue dancing are dancing with other clubs.

Thames Valley announce that they have moved back to Claygate where the side was founded back in 1952 and will celebrate their 70th Anniversary on July 9th. Hartley will also celebrate their 70th Anniversary in 2022, Ravensbourne Celebrate their 75th Anniversary in 2022 and The Men of Wight celebrate a belated 50th anniversary.

Blackheath tell me that they have recently recorded some film for a Channel 4 programme which is due to be screened soon, more details when I have them.

Harry Taylors Morris by the very nature of the way the club both recruits its members and hold practices has been unable to practice regularly over the Lockdown period and is only just getting back to practice, currently on a bi-monthly basis. This is due to the distances members have to travel to get into Central London to practice. They were unable to dance out at all last season but are hoping to get out and dance soon.
One of the founder members of Martlet Morris is 90 years old soon and is planning to celebrate by dancing a Jig.
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The Morris Ring Google Group (MRGG). Private Forum for debate or announcements. https://groups.google.com/group/the-morris-ring
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Call for Contributions

Any items of urgent Morris-related news, please send to me at bagman@themorrisring.org for inclusion in the next Newsletter. Less time-dependent updates and longer pieces to Tony Foard, please, for the Circular.

If you have any photographs, you can send them to Duncan Broomhead, the Morris Ring Photo Archivist (duncan.broomhead@btinternet.com) and any articles, ideally accompanied with photographs, can be submitted to Tony Foard, the Editor of the Morris Ring Circular, details above.
Charlie Corcoran, the Keeper of the Morris Ring Log Book, is keen to receive stories about Ring events, both the formal and the quirky (Charliecorcoran7@ntlworld.com).